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X-17 is a stand alone 3rd/FPS action game, with a creative story and new characters, along with a new take on the classical FPS experience. The game takes place in a sci-fi universe that includes three different universes that are just the beginning. Created by Mark Faroh, the
game contains his personal taste of graphics, sound, gameplay, and all facets of making a great game. Move, shoot, and interact with hundreds of characters and objects in this Action FPS. X-17 is a 1st/FPS game where the action never stops and keeps you on edge. At times,
the gameplay is that hard to beat, that to put down the controller and walk away is a powerful feeling. X-17 is a hard core FPS/3rd person gameplay were the action never seems to stop. With a complete Story in game and already done, along with all the level design finished,
this game is virtually done, and is just mostly in Early Access to to work out a few bugs that the user may experience, and finish off the multiplayer before going live with it. Game Features: - X-17 is a 3rd/FPS Game with a very creative story. - X-17 is a hard core Shooter where
the action never stops, and takes you on a Journey of survival. The game is about pushing the limits, and winning with raw power. - X-17 is a story driven game. X-17 was made with 2 different primary visions in mind, one is a classical story, and the other is an Arcade type of

games (In between the two visions, there is the "Right of Wrong" in place to guide the user to the 'right' path, although I will let the user decide what is the "right" decision). - In the game world, players can select among different types of weapons and items, not even
mentioning what they can do if equipped. You must be realistic though, when a player has 50x5 weapons, it is time for some serious upgrades. - X-17 is a Singleplayer Game and a multiplayer game. The Multiplayer game will be done first though, and you will be able to play

against your friends (and fall your enemies) online. - X-17 is a free-to-play game, with an in-game currency that is used to purchase content. - X-17 is an awesome, action packed, and challenging game, but one that fun to play for
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Features Key:
Magical creatures, monsters and enemies – The kingdom is guarded by fire-breathing dragons. The treachery is lurking around every corner. Collect magical objects and help the prince to beat the world and solve the puzzle. Fly across the game,

dive into caverns and fight with monsters. The story is full of drama – all fun, but also filled with danger.
Detailed story and beautiful platform game – The story is written in a style of fairy tale. With 3D graphics and a story line, which includes 36 different endings, the game is a pleasure to behold. A unique combination of platform and RPG game

style.
Magic keys – Use magic keys in to open the doors.

Magic portals – Find portals to various places and bring magical things.
Beautiful environments – The game takes place in a setting of fantasy kingdom where magic is used for everything. Challenging places and unusual game mechanics ensure that you’ll be glued to the screen. which will throw you off your comfort zone.

The player's character is, after all, not an ordinary hero who loves fighting and killing. He is a princess of the realm and must protect the inhabitants from monsters and enemies.
Game soundtrack - The game has soundtrack by Shinobis, Chris & Roland and RILO.

Link to game and download link for Cross y Dragon Shoutcast: Episode 1

 

Computer Games I should't really be doing this as I know I'll end up producing another one on the same site but feel like it would be good to keep copy and pasteable system info a while, help people or otherwise, so here we go. Post your modding questions in this thread on modding
with your save file and make sure you include your save in your post. 

This is my PC, my CPU is an AMD Turion X2 with 2GB of Gskill which is the most ungodly thing I've ever seen.

The specifications of all games I own are as follows;
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